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HOW TO BUILD A RETAINING WALL 
WITH RAILWAY SLEEPERS

Over recent years railway sleepers have seen a revival due to their versatility 
and ruggedness when used in landscaping projects. Read on below to find out 
how to lay railway sleepers to build a retaining wall. 

Tools you will need for your garden sleepers project:

• Spirit Level - you need to make sure the levels are right
• Hammer - a steel hammer to knock those nails in
• Screwdriver - a cross head screwdriver is recommended with wood screws
• Saw - the sleepers are thick so a good saw is important
• PPE (gloves, goggles) - safety should always come first
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Building a Retaining Sleeper Wall Horizontally

Did you know?

Building a retaining sleeper wall horizontally is the traditional way!

Procedure:

1. Clear any surface vegetation and then measure and mark out where your wall 
will go. You will need to ensure the area is level. You can use a bed of sand if 
required. 

2. Lay out the first row of sleepers horizontally and then the next layer on top. 
This is similar to how you would lay bricks. Use landscaping screws to fix the 
two rows together. Continue to layer your sleepers horizontally until you have 
the height of wall you desire. 

3. Remember to think about drainage! Make sure there is adequate drainage to 
prevent the wall from rotting or deteriorating. This can be achieved by placing a 
waterproof membrane layer  of hardcore or shingle between the back of the wall 
and the soil being retained to ensure the free draining of any water build-up. 

4. Ensure you tighten the sleepers, especially if it’s a straight wall, from behind 
with metal posts. If the wall has corners, this may not be necessary.

Remember…

Sleepers are very heavy and care should be taken when handling them. Ask 
a friend or family member for an extra pair of hands to help you complete your 
project.


